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^ P RODUCTION: Several groups (Bouton et al. 1981; Martens et al. 1982; Tornberg and
SOil# 1988) have investigated the influence of cooking temperature on shear force values 

These workers observed a collagen related decline in peak shear force between 50Hg;

65'

V

C after which peak force again increased. The onset temperature for this decline 
Bases with increasing animal age. It has also been shown (Lewis and Purslow, 1989) that 
êhsiie strength of excised perimysial collagen declines after heating for 1 h at

l6t*tures greater than 50°C. This temperature dependent decline in tensile strength was
k ,ir>ed in terms of the partial thermal dénaturation of collagen even though thermal

f^tion is generally considered to begin in the vicinity of 60 to 65°C.
The

V
tensile properties of collagen are strongly dependent on the formation of

°lecular crosslinks between the molecules comprising collagen fibrils. Specifically, 
tehsiie strength arises from multivalent crosslinks forming transverse linkages between

®cux.es in register. Bi-molecular crosslinks alone may not confer tensile strength
1989). Several crosslinks for example, histidinohydroxymerodesmosine (HHMD), 

*n°line (PYR) , and Ehrlich chromogen (EC) have been proposed to join three or four

n

V *
\

es, but considerable controversy surrounds their structure and authenticity (see Eyre 
‘ 1984, Bailey 1989, and Horgan et al. 1990, for key references). In this work we 

the properties of these crosslinks and relate them to the tensile strength of
c°llagen.

f̂iîiJODS : The tendon of insertion was removed from Psoas major (PM) and Longissimus
(DD) muscles derived from steers in the age range 0.9 to 2 years of age. Adhering 

 ̂ tissue and fat was removed by gently scraping with a scalpel. Beginning at the bone
*ch:ltleht (posterior) end, each PM tendon was divided into three segments, A,B,and C, by
cht!s across the tendon so that segments A and B were each a quarter of the total length 
s9itient c was half the total length. The tendons were cut into strips approximately 3 mm

X .
equilibrated overnight in 0.1 M citrate phosphate buffer pH 7 and blotted dry the

\ lr>9 morning. The ends of the strips were glued to polycarbonate holders with
V

fyiate. Two sets of holders were used, a nylon unit for the gluing step and a

V
°hate unit for the heating step. The strips (3-5 replicates per treatment) were held

I f °ri® length, but the unit used for heating allowed for a maximum 15% shrinkage. The 
Were heated for 1 h in the range 20-80°C, cooled to room temperature and their

^  strength measured with an Instron testing machine. The samples were then reduced

'Hr

%

^ium borohydride and lyophilised. The dry weight of the strips was used to calculate
^ehsiie strength which was expressed as peak force (kg) per milligram dry weight of a 

t ^r>t 

Vsis
length sample. Collagen crosslink concentration was determined by amino acid 
end colorimetric methods (Horgan et.al. 1990).
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION: Figure 1 shows the variation in mean tensile strength of

and LD bovine tendons with temperature. The least significant difference at the
9 5*

confidence level was 0.055. Thus, PM B tendon was stronger than PM A and LD tendon at 20 a»1

50°C whilst PM A was stronger than LD tendon at 50 but not 20°C. After heating at 60 'c f«(

lh both PM A and PM B were stronger than LD tendon, but after heating for lh at 80°C
were no significant differences in tensile strength, even though the mean values showred

order PM A > PM B > LD tendon. If the tensile strength of collagen fibers is in fact re l*1

to crosslink structure., the order of the tensile strengths reported here should be 
to the concentration and types of crosslink present in the tendons.

r e la.t*

TABLE 1
CROSSLINK CONCENTRATION IN TENDON SEGMENTS

SEGMENT PYR MOLES/MOLE COLLAGEN 
EC HHMD

PM A 0.269 0.293 0.107
PM B 0.064 0.205 0.277
LD 0.008 0.172 0.418

s

We

teh
Table 1 shows the distribution of HHMD, PYR and EC in the three tendon types- 

previously shown that PYR and EC are thermally stable crosslinks in PM A and PM B 
(Horgan et al. 1990). The results in Figure 1 were, therefore, predictable in that the 
tendons with the greatest concentrations of heat stable crosslinks, had the greateSt
tensile strengths at 60 and 80°C. However, the rapid decline in tensile strength bet*'6,e0

and 60“C is difficult to explain in terms of these two crosslinks. Bouton et al (V

waSreported that the onset temperature of this decline in collagen tensile strength ^
n 3s guchdependent. This could indicate that a slower reacting or "maturing" crosslink 

aldimine, is implicated.
,113«Aldimine crosslinks are known to contribute to the tensile strength of c° 0t

caP3* 1* ,,(Davison, 1989) but are thermally labile. The only aldimine crosslink that is - - i 

conferring tensile strength by forming transverse linkages between molecules in re<?ist
HHMD. Figure 2 shows the effect of heat on the HHMD concentration of bovine tendon at P

i o*¡t' Ifc

lU5'fP1*
mortem pH. It can be seen that HHMD was destroyed at temperatures between 50 and 60°c- ^

the decline in tensile strength of the tendons coincides with the breakdown of HHMD- 03 _,j

(1989) showed a similar correlation, however, in this case the tensile strength of r3
83^n e i 1

tendons declined when the pH was lowered in a manner known to lower (Robins and - ^  

1973) HHMD concentration. When the tendons were reduced with sodium borohydride' „
stabilising HHMD, there was no longer a pH dependent decline in tensile strength _a{

(1980) also showed age and pH dependent variation in the tensile strength of ten,don*
,i»l

was consistent with cleavage of HHMD in the aldimine crosslinked tissues. TheSe ^ 
cannot be taken as proof of the existence of HHMD, but clearly, the occurrence 0

compound correlates with changes in the tensile strength of tendons.
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Lewis and Purslow (1989) observed an increase in the strength of perimysial collagen 
1,6611 20 and 50°C and attributed this to straightening of the collagen crimp. We did not 
6tVe consistent results for the different tendon types in this temperature range. Since 
e*Peratures are below the range when even pH affected HHMD is destroyed, it is unlikely 
 ̂cleavage, due to thermal denaturation, of any crosslink is involved. Whilst it may be 
Ŝ ered unlikely that chemical differences in crosslink type affect physical properties 
^tive tissues, this contention is by no means certain (Bailey, 1989). The presence in a 
SUe of a higher proportion of crosslinks capable of forming transverse linkages between 
6cules in lateral register, could be expected to increase the strength of that tissue

to another containing fewer such crosslinks and more bi-molecular bonds. Such a
V .  . . . .'•ion would approximate the normally held view of maturation, where bi-molecular
Siinks react or "mature" to form lateral arrays (Bailey 1989).
^Urther work is now underway to investigate the role of PYR and EC with particular

v 6rice to the number of collagen molecules that these compounds link. Elucidation of the
Of HHMD as animals get older is also being investigated.

,3V

i CONCLUSIONS: The tensile strength of tendon collagen showed a marked decline between
^  6o °c The only multi-molecular crosslink that is destroyed by heating in this 

11 6tature range is the putative crosslink HHMD. Tendons containing higher proportions of
Ec had higher mean tensile strengths after heating at 60 and 80°C. The question of

die“
K

6*istence of HHMD as a lateral crosslink, and the elucidation of the number of collagen

i) V
es linked by PYR and EC are crucial to an understanding of the strength of collagen
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TEMPERATURE deg C fo r  1h

Variation in tensile strength of LD tendon o, PM A tendon Vi 
and PM B tendon •, with cooking temperature.

TEMPERATURE deg C fo r  1h

Variation in HHMD concentration (expressed as moles HHMD/ 
mole of collagen), with cooking temperature.
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